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Abstract: We compute the one-loop matching between the Standard Model Effective Field The-
ory and the low-energy effective field theory below the electroweak scale, where the heavy gauge
bosons, the Higgs particle, and the top quark are integrated out. The complete set of matching equa-
tions is derived including effects up to dimension six in the power counting of both theories. We
present the results for general flavor structures and include both the CP -even and CP -odd sectors.
The matching equations express the masses, gauge couplings, as well as the coefficients of dipole,
three-gluon, and four-fermion operators in the low-energy theory in terms of the parameters of the
Standard Model Effective Field Theory. Using momentum insertion, we also obtain the matching for
the CP -violating theta angles. Our results provide an ingredient for a model-independent analysis
of constraints on physics beyond the Standard Model. They can be used for fixed-order calculations
at one-loop accuracy and represent a first step towards a systematic next-to-leading-log analysis.
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1 Introduction
The fact that so far no particles beyond the Standard Model (SM) have been observed at the LHC
indicates that New Physics (NP) is either very weakly coupled or consists of heavy particles with
masses well above the electroweak scale. In the second scenario, the effects of NP on experiments
at energies below the threshold of the new heavy particles can be described by an effective field
theory (EFT) that contains the SM particles only. This effective description of heavy NP remains
valid even in the presence of additional very weakly coupled light NP, unless one is performing a
dedicated experiment at the resonance energy of the new light degree of freedom [1]. Under the
assumption that the Higgs boson and the Goldstone bosons of spontaneous electroweak symmetry
breaking transform as a complex scalar doublet of the weak gauge group, the appropriate EFT
is the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT), consisting of the SM Lagrangian and
all higher-dimension operators that are invariant under the SM gauge group [2–7], see [8] for a
detailed review. For processes at energies below the electroweak scale, another EFT should be
used, in which the heavy SM particles are integrated out: these are the top quark, the W and
Z gauge bosons, as well as the Higgs scalar. Since these particles have comparable masses, no
large logarithms are generated by performing the matching at one common scale. The resulting
low-energy EFT (LEFT) corresponds to the Fermi theory of weak interactions [9]. It is given by
the QED and QCD Lagrangian and all higher-dimension operators that are invariant under the
unbroken subgroup SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)em. Working with these EFTs has the advantage that scales are
separated, which both simplifies loop calculations and, through renormalization-group equations
(RGEs), provides the means to systematically resum large logarithms in a leading-log expansion
known as RG-improved perturbation theory. The one-loop running in the SMEFT up to dimension
six was calculated in [10–12]. The low-energy operator basis and RGEs relevant for B-meson mixing
and decay were derived in [13]. In [14], the complete LEFT operator basis up to dimension six was
constructed and the tree-level matching equations to the SMEFT were provided. The one-loop
running in the LEFT up to dimension-six effects was calculated in [15], completing the framework
for a consistent leading-logarithm analysis of the effects of, and constraints on, NP. These RGEs
allow one to connect energy scales ranging from the scale of NP down to the hadronic scale, where
QCD becomes non-perturbative. Observables are then calculated by combining the running of the
Wilson coefficients with the matrix elements of the effective operators, thereby explicitly separating
the high- and low-energy scales in the problem. At the hadronic scale, the matrix elements in general
require a direct non-perturbative calculation or a non-perturbative matching to chiral perturbation
theory [16–18]. Interestingly, the non-perturbative nature of QCD at low energies has an impact
even on processes without any external hadrons, which is of importance e.g. when constraining
lepton-flavor-violating NP in the process µ→ eγ [19].
EFT analyses of constraints on NP is a rapidly developing field. For example, the leading-
log calculations have been implemented into software tools that provide automated calculations of
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bounds on Wilson coefficients [20–22] or support an automated calculation of processes at the tree
and loop level [23, 24].
The absence of evidence for NP on the one hand as well as the increasing precision in ex-
periments on the other hand require an improved accuracy in the theoretical calculations. The
constraining power e.g. of searches for lepton-flavor-violating processes [25–30] or electric dipole
moments [31, 32] calls for an analysis beyond leading logarithms [33–35]. The motivation to go to
higher loop orders is not to obtain a small correction to a coefficient that is already constrained
to be tiny, but to obtain new constraints due to a richer mixing structure, as well as to assess
the uncertainties in the theoretical calculation. Here, we present the calculation of the matching
equations at the weak scale to one-loop accuracy, which is the natural next step in this direction.
The results enable simplified calculations at fixed one-loop order with EFT methods for cases where
no resumming of logarithms is required. They also provide one ingredient in an extension to next-
to-leading-logarithmic accuracy, which however will require the two-loop anomalous dimensions as
well. Results for the two- and three-loop anomalous dimensions of the three-gluon operator in the
SMEFT have recently been presented [36]. One-loop matching at the weak scale has been previously
considered in the context of specific processes, i.e. restricted to a limited subset of operators. The
most complete partial results so far were given in the context of B physics [37, 38].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we recall the properties of the SMEFT
in the broken phase, mainly to set the conventions for the parameters, choice of basis, and gauge
fixing. In Sect. 3, we describe the basis choice for the LEFT that we use for the one-loop matching.
In Sect. 4, we discuss the technical details of the loop calculation including regularization and
scheme definitions. In Sect. 5, we describe the matching procedure and derive the generic matching
equations. We also comment on the calculation of observables. In Sect. 6, we highlight some aspects
of the results of the calculation. Since the explicit expressions for the matching equations are very
long, we provide them in electronic form as supplemental material. We offer our conclusions in
Sect. 7, while the appendices provide some further comments on conventions, Majorana fermions,
as well as the complete list of Feynman diagrams that were calculated.
2 SMEFT in the broken phase
While the calculation of the divergence structure of the SMEFT can be performed in the unbroken
phase [10–12], in the matching to the LEFT one has to integrate out the heavy particles, which
implies that one is required to work within the broken phase. In the following, we discuss the
transition from the unbroken to the broken phase and the corrections that are induced by the
presence of higher-dimension operators compared to the SM, in order to specify our conventions.
The SMEFT in the broken phase has been previously discussed in [12, 14, 39].
We start from the SMEFT Lagrangian
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The covariant derivative is given by
Dµ = ∂µ + ig3T
AGAµ + ig2t
IW Iµ + ig1yBµ , (2.3)
with the SU(3) generators TA, the SU(2) generators tI = τI/2, and the U(1) hypercharge generator
y. The Yukawa matrices Yu,d,e are 3×3 matrices in flavor space. We reproduce the SMEFT operators
up to dimension six in App. E.
2.1 Scalar sector
The scalar potential and kinetic energy terms







get modified by dimension-six operators in SMEFT:
















































ensure canonically normalized kinetic terms in the presence of the dimension-six operators [12, 39].1















The Higgs and gauge kinetic terms at dimension four are given by










1Note that [39] uses a different convention for the scalar self-coupling: λ[39] = 2λ.
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At dimension six, the CP -even operators of the class X2H2 lead to kinetic terms of the gauge fields
in the broken phase that are not canonically normalized:
L(6),evenX2H2 = CHGQHG + CHWQHW + CHBQHB + CHWBQHWB . (2.12)
We define the following rescaled gauge fields and couplings [12]:
GAµ = GAµ (1 + v2TCHG), W Iµ =WIµ(1 + v2TCHW ), Bµ = Bµ(1 + v2TCHB) ,
g¯3 = g3(1 + v
2
TCHG), g¯2 = g2(1 + v
2
TCHW ), g¯1 = g1(1 + v
2
TCHB) , (2.13)
where the fields GAµ , WIµ, and Bµ have canonically normalized kinetic terms and the products of
couplings and fields is unchanged, g3G
A
µ = g¯3GAµ , g2W Iµ = g¯2WIµ, g1Bµ = g¯1Bµ. Hence, the covariant
derivative takes the same form in terms of the rescaled quantities:
Dµ = ∂µ + ig3T
AGAµ + ig2t
IW Iµ + ig1yBµ = ∂µ + ig¯3T
AGAµ + ig¯2tIWIµ + ig¯1yBµ . (2.14)



















get modified in the broken phase by contributions from the operators
L(6),oddX2H2 = CHG˜QHG˜ + CHW˜QHW˜ + CHB˜QHB˜ + CHW˜BQHW˜B . (2.16)
Similarly to the gauge couplings, we define rescaled theta angles
θ¯3 = θ3 +
16π2
g23
v2TCHG˜ , θ¯2 = θ2 +
16π2
g22










g¯22WIµWµI + g¯21BµBµ − 2g¯2g¯1W3µBµ
)
+ . . . . (2.18)





CHWBW3µνBµν + . . . . (2.19)




(g¯22Wµ3W3µ + g¯21BµBµ − 2g¯1g¯2W3µBµ) + . . . . (2.20)
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c¯ := cos θ¯, s¯ := sin θ¯. (2.22)
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and the photon field Aµ remains massless.
The covariant derivative can be rewritten in the mass basis as




[W+µ t+ +W−µ t−] + ig¯Z [t3 − s¯2Q]Zµ + ie¯QAµ , (2.26)
where t± = t1 ± it2 and the effective couplings are given by
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where the theta angles are given by



























































2.3 Background-field method, gauge fixing, and ghosts
For the one-loop matching calculation, we will employ the background-field method [41–45]. All the
fields are split into a quantum field F and a classical background field Fˆ ,
F 7→ F + Fˆ , (2.30)
where the quantum fields are the variables of integration in the functional integral. In Feynman
diagrams, the external legs as well as internal tree-level propagators correspond to the background
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fields [42], while internal loop propagators are quantum fields. Splitting the fermion fields into
background and quantum fields does not change the Feynman rules, hence one does not need to
distinguish them [43, 44].
Compared to conventional gauge fixing, the background-field method has several advantages:
gauge invariance for Green’s functions of background fields is retained explicitly, while in the con-
ventional method, gauge invariance is broken to BRST invariance, resulting in gauge-variant (but
BRST invariant) counterterms. Note that it is not necessary to renormalize Green’s functions in-
volving quantum fields [41]. The background-field method also results in a simplification of Ward
identities [43, 44]. Finally, the gauge for the background fields can be fixed independently of the
gauge fixing for the quantum fields. We choose unitary gauge for the background fields and linear Rξ
gauge for the quantum fields [43]. On the one hand, this reduces the number of possible diagrams,
on the other hand, the independence of the gauge-fixing parameter ξ provides a strong check on
the loop calculation. As an example, the Higgs field is split into a background Higgs field hˆ and
a quantum field h, while due to unitary background-field gauge, the Goldstone bosons are pure
quantum fields:
h 7→ h+ hˆ , G± 7→ G± , G0 7→ G0 . (2.31)
The gauge-fixing term for the SMEFT in the background-field method has been derived in [45].
The generating functional is













L(F + Fˆ ) + LGF + source terms
)]
, (2.32)
with sources J coupled to the quantum fields only. The gauge-fixing term is
LGF = − gˆAB
2ξ
GAGB , (2.33)
where gˆ accounts for the curved field space due to the higher-dimension SMEFT contributions and
only involves the background fields, see [45] for its definition. LGF fixes the gauge of the quantum
fields, while Z[Fˆ , J ] is still invariant with respect to background-fields gauge transformations. The
determinant can be replaced by the Faddeev–Popov ghost term given in [45].
Z[Fˆ , J ] generates disconnected Green’s functions, while the generating functional of connected
Green’s functions is given by
W [Fˆ , J ] = −i logZ[Fˆ , J ] . (2.34)
The Legendre transform thereof is the effective action2







generating the one-particle-irreducible (1PI) Green’s functions. The S-matrix elements can be con-
structed from
Γfull = Γ[Fˆ , 0] + i
∫
d4xLBGGF (2.36)
2We denote all fields by F and disregard any subtleties with fermion minus signs in functional derivatives for
simplicity.
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and its Legendre transform, the generating functional for connected Green’s functions
W [Jˆ ] = Γfull −
∫






by considering all tree-level diagrams, where the 1PI vertices are connected by background-field
propagators. The gauge-fixing term for the background fields is independent of the gauge-fixing for
the quantum fields. As mentioned above, We choose unitary gauge for the background fields of the
weak sector. The gauge for the unbroken background SU(3)c⊗U(1)em has to be fixed as well—here
again, we are using Rξ gauge.
For the extraction of the vertex Feynman rules, we note that terms linear in the quantum fields
do not contribute to the 1PI Green’s functions. Furthermore, vertices with more than two quantum
fields only contribute beyond one loop, hence we disregard them as well.
The gauge-fixing term (2.33) generates the following masses for the Goldstone bosons:
M2G± = ξM
2
W , MG0 = ξM
2
Z . (2.38)
It also generates a mixing between the Goldstone and gauge bosons that exactly cancels the mixing








(∂µW+µ )(∂νW−ν ) , (2.39)
which lead to standard Rξ propagators for the quantum gauge bosons. The gauge-fixing term does
not contribute to the kinetic terms of the background weak gauge fields, which have propagators as
in standard unitary gauge, see App. C.
Beyond the bilinear terms, LGF generates interaction vertices with two quantum fields and up
to four background fields.
The Faddeev–Popov ghost term for the SMEFT with background-field method is given in [45].
It inherits the curved field-space metric of the gauge sector. Hence, in analogy to the gauge-field
rescaling (2.13), we define rescaled ghost fields to account for the dimension-six effects,3
uWi = ηi(1 + v
2
TCHW ) , uB = ηB(1 + v
2
TCHB) ,
u¯Wi = −η¯i(1 + v2TCHW ) , u¯B = −η¯B(1 + v2TCHB) ,
(2.40)






c¯− ǫ2 s¯ −s¯+ ǫ2 c¯












(η1 ∓ iη2) , η¯± = 1√
2
(η¯1 ± iη¯2) . (2.42)
This leads to canonically normalized kinetic and mass terms for the ghosts:
LFP = −η¯+η+ − η¯−η− − η¯ZηZ − η¯AηA
−M2ηW (η¯+η+ + η¯−η−)−M2ηZ η¯ZηZ , (2.43)











In addition to the bilinear terms, the Faddeev–Popov term in the background-field method leads
to interaction vertices involving up to six fields (in contrast to the ghost term in conventional Rξ
gauge [39]).
The gauge fixing in the QCD sector is independent of the electroweak gauge fixing. In terms of




(GA)2 , GA = ∂µGAµ − g¯3fABC GˆBµ GCµ . (2.45)







− g¯3fACBGˆCµ ∂µ + g¯23fACXfXDBGˆCµ (GˆDµ + GDµ)
]
ηBG . (2.46)
The following Hermiticity properties of the ghosts ensure that the Lagrangian is Hermitian [46]:
η†Z,A = ηZ,A , η
†
± = η∓ , η
A
G
† = ηAG , η¯
†
Z,A = −η¯Z,A , η¯†± = −η¯∓ , η¯AG† = −η¯AG . (2.47)
Unitary gauge for the background fields does not fix the SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)em background-field






(∂µGˆAµ )2 . (2.48)
Since the background fields only enter at tree level, background ghost terms are irrelevant.
2.4 Fermions








































d¯LrdRs + . . . . (2.51)
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Therefore, in the spontaneously broken SMEFT, the fermion mass terms are given by










, ψ = u, d, e . (2.52)
The Yukawa interaction in the broken phase is modified to




























+ h.c. , [Mν ]rs = −C 5
rs
v2T . (2.54)
The Higgs boson couples to the neutrinos via L = h [Y5]rs (νTLrCνLs) + h.c., where
[Y5]rs := vT [C5]rs [1 + cH,kin] (2.55)
is proportional to the Majorana-neutrino mass matrix when keeping only operators up to dimension
six in the SMEFT.
We choose a basis, where the weak eigenstates coincide with mass eigenstates for the up-type
quarks, charged leptons, and right-handed down-type quarks. The weak eigenstates and mass eigen-
states of the left-handed down-type quarks are related by a unitary transformation V , while the
neutrino mass matrix is diagonalized by another unitary transformation U (see App. B). Although
in the SM these matrices correspond to the usual CKM and PMNS matrices, respectively, they
receive corrections within the SMEFT [47]. The mass matrices in (2.52) and (2.54) are
Mu = diag(mu,mc,mt) , Md = diag(md,ms,mb)V
† ,
Me = diag(me,mµ,mτ ) , Mν = U
∗diag(mν1 ,mν2 ,mν3)U
† . (2.56)








For notational simplicity, we will mostly drop the prime on the mass eigenstates.
The interactions of the fermions with the weak gauge bosons get modified by the dimension-six























































W+µ (u¯RrγµdRs) + . . . ,
(2.58)
where the ellipses denote terms involving scalar fields.
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After the rotation to the mass-eigenstate basis, we introduce Majorana spinors for the neutrinos,
see App. B. The extraction of the Feynman rules and the calculation of diagrams involving Majorana
neutrinos are performed according to [48]. We note that in loop calculations with Majorana fermions,
the appearance of evanescent operators leads to a subtlety that we will comment on in Sect. 4.2.
3 LEFT
Below the weak scale, we are working with an EFT that is an SU(3)c⊗U(1)em gauge theory and con-
tains the SM fermions, apart from the top quark, as matter fields. Therefore, the LEFT Lagrangian
consists of QCD and QED at dimension four, plus a tower of additional effective operators:







i O(d)i , (3.1)
























The additional operators are the Majorana-neutrino mass terms at dimension three, as well as
operators at dimension five and above. The complete list of LEFT operators up to dimension six
was derived in [14]. We reproduce the operator basis in App. F.
The mass matrices Mψ and M
†
ψ in (3.2) and the Majorana-neutrino mass matrix are general
complex matrices in flavor space. When performing the tree-level matching to the SMEFT, they
are set equal to the mass matrices in (2.56) (with the up-type quark mass matrix restricted to the
first two generations). Through field redefinitions, one can perform a basis change between weak
eigenstates and mass eigenstates. In the SM, the unitary rotation of the left-handed down-type
quarks is the CKM matrix, while in the SMEFT the quark-mixing matrix appearing in the interac-
tion with the W boson is non-unitary due to an additional dimension-six contribution proportional
to C
(3)
Hq [14, 39]. In the LEFT, the W boson is integrated out, hence in the basis change from
weak eigenstates to mass eigenstates the unitary rotations that diagonalize the mass matrices are
reabsorbed into the Wilson coefficients of the higher-dimension operators.
At one loop, the corrections to the propagators again generate general complex mass matrices,
which have to be rediagonalized in the mass eigenstate basis. In our calculation, we choose a LEFT
basis where the mass matrices contain complex off-diagonal contributions from the one-loop match-
ing. An additional rotation that diagonalizes the mass matrices is always possible and reshuffles
the off-diagonal contributions into external-leg corrections for three- and four-point functions. The
choice of basis at the matching scale simply is a convention—when running to the scale of an ex-
periment, the RGEs generate off-diagonal contributions to the mass matrices [15] and one has to
perform another diagonalization.
4 Loop calculation
4.1 Dimensional regularization and scheme definition
In order to treat both UV and IR divergences in the loop diagrams, we use dimensional regularization
and work in D = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions. As usual for chiral gauge theories, one immediately faces the
problem how to handle intrinsically four-dimensional objects like γ5 or the Levi-Civita tensor ǫ
µνλσ.
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As is well known, the existence of the chiral anomaly implies that there is no symmetry-preserving
regulator. Therefore, any scheme faces problems at some point in the calculation. For a detailed
review, we refer to [49]. The γ5 problem in the context of SMEFT has recently been discussed
in [50].
The simplest and most popular scheme is to use an anticommuting γ5 in D dimensions, called
naive dimensional regularization (NDR). This scheme does not work for certain divergent diagrams
involving γ5-odd traces, because for D 6= 4 it implies
Tr[γµγνγλγσγ5] = 0 , (4.1)
at odds with the required limit for D → 4. However, in many cases it is possible to avoid the
calculation of divergent integrals involving these traces. E.g. the ABJ triangle anomaly can be
obtained by imposing gauge invariance beforehand, requiring then only the calculation of a finite
integral [51].
Alternatively, one can give up the anticommutation properties of γ5 with gamma matrices
in ǫ dimensions, as in the ’tHooft–Veltman (HV) scheme [52, 53]. In this case, chiral invariance
is explicitly broken, which leads to the appearance of spurious anomalies that violate the Ward
or Slavnov–Taylor identities. These spurious anomalies have to be removed again by symmetry-
restoring local counterterms, order by order in the perturbative expansion [53, 54]. This can be
achieved most elegantly by algebraic renormalization [55]. In some cases, on-shell renormalization
conditions automatically take care of the symmetry-restoring counterterms, but the problem is
especially severe in connection with minimal subtraction [56]. With the inclusion of symmetry-
restoring counterterms, the HV scheme is the only scheme known to be fully consistent to all orders
in perturbation theory, but it remains cumbersome to use in practical applications. However, as
shown in [56] for many classes of diagrams the HV scheme with symmetry-restoring counterterms
leads to identical results as NDR, in particular in the case of open fermion lines and traces with an
even number of γ5 matrices.
As observed in [49] the anticommutator of γ5 with the gamma matrices,
AC(µ) := {γµ, γ5} , (4.2)
is a matrix of rank D−4, but has matrix elements of O(1). This implies that products of AC(µ) are
still matrices of rank D− 4 and not contributions of higher order in D− 4, hence in the HV scheme,
they cannot be discarded. As shown in [49], a modified HV scheme leads to the same results as
the NDR scheme if one uses chiral vertices [57] and performs a formal expansion to linear order in
AC(µ). Therefore, the appearance of spurious anomalies in the HV scheme can be traced back to
the presence of higher orders of AC(µ). The mentioned chiral vertices are defined as the vertex rules
that follow from consistently using chiral fermions in the Lagrangian, i.e. the left-handed vertices
involve PRγ
µPL, the right-handed vertices PLγ
µPR. Vector- and axial-vector vertices are given by
the sum and difference of left- and right-handed vertices. In the HV scheme, projectors on both
sides of a single gamma matrix reduce the vertex to the four-dimensional one.
For our calculation, we will use the MS scheme (apart from evanescent operators, see Sect. 4.2),
hence the need for symmetry-restoring counterterms would make the HV scheme cumbersome.
Therefore, we use the NDR scheme whenever possible, with only a few extra prescriptions and
exceptions as explained in the following subsections. The MS renormalization prescription amounts











Although the problem with γ5 requires special attention in the calculation of the finite pieces of the
diagrams, the divergences can be directly compared to the UV counterterms in the SMEFT and
LEFT. The bare parameters are split into renormalized ones and counterterms
Cbare = Cren(µ) + Λǫ C
ct . (4.4)
The divergences of loop diagrams that are expanded in the light scales have to match the difference
of the SMEFT and LEFT UV divergences, see Sect. 5.1. This allows for nontrivial cross-checks with
the SMEFT and LEFT renormalization-group equations derived in [10–12, 15], see Sect. 6, which





hence the counterterms are directly given by




The totally antisymmetric tensor ǫµνλσ is an intrinsically four-dimensional object, although there
are schemes that promote contractions of two Levi-Civita tensors to D dimensions [58–60]. In the
one-loop matching calculation, the Levi-Civita tensor appears explicitly in vertices due to CP -odd
dimension-six operators involving the dual field-strength tensors. At the order we are considering,
only single insertions of these operators are needed, hence we do not encounter contractions of two
Levi-Civita tensors. The CP -odd vertices appear in two-point functions with momentum insertion,
required to extract the matching for the theta terms. Here, the Levi-Civita symbol can be kept as an
external quantity, present on both sides of the matching equation. Vertices with dual field-strength
tensors further appear in fermionic three-point functions, where the external boson is attached to a
triple-gauge-boson or Higgs-gauge vertex. In the fermionic vertices, only the SM part contributes at
the considered order, i.e. the fermion line contains at most three gamma matrices (plus γ5). In the
HV scheme with chiral vertices, only the gamma matrix from the propagator has a component in
D− 4 dimensions. Since after performing the tensor loop integrals, its index can be contracted only
with four-dimensional quantities, no AC(µ) terms appear. In practice, the same result is obtained
by using the NDR scheme: at first we keep the Levi-Civita tensor uncontracted, perform the loop
integrals including all necessary tensor reductions in D dimensions until only contractions with
external momenta, polarization vectors, and the Levi-Civita tensor remain. Similarly to the HV
scheme, we then consider these contractions in four dimensions and perform the remaining algebra
in four dimensions. In order to ensure the correctness of our results, we verify the Ward identities
for the vertex functions with insertion of the CP -odd operator.
We also note that the exact form of the CP -odd triple-gauge operators is part of the scheme
definition: if the Lagrangian is transformed by four-dimensional relations like the Schouten identity,
evanescent operators are introduced that can give finite contributions at one loop, see the discussion
at the end of Sect. 6.
4.1.2 Closed fermion loops
The second potentially critical case involves diagrams with closed fermion loops. They appear in
the matching calculation in several places. In regular bosonic two-point functions, no problem oc-
curs: there are two open Lorentz indices for the polarization of the two gauge bosons, the remaining
Lorentz indices are all contracted with the same external momentum, hence they cannot be antisym-
metrized and no ill-defined trace appears in the NDR scheme. In bosonic two-point functions with
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momentum insertion into CP -odd dipole operators, Lorentz invariance only allows the structure
ǫµνλσpλp
′
σ, which is transverse to both momenta. No symmetry-breaking terms can appear even
though, due to the presence of γ5-odd traces, we make use of the HV scheme. In the matching for
the three-gluon operators, top loops appear in bulb and triangle diagrams. In principle, problematic
traces appear in these diagrams, however the matching equations only depend on terms that are
trilinear in the external momenta, which only contain UV finite integrals. Therefore, the HV scheme
leads in this case to the same result as working directly in four dimensions. Finally, closed fermion
loops also appear in penguin topologies in the fermion three-point functions with a four-fermion
operator insertion. Since the loop depends only on one external momentum, problematic traces
only show up in the case of a Dirac tensor structure in the four-fermion vertex. The only SMEFT
four-fermion operator with a σµν structure is Q
(3)
lequ. Furthermore, the penguin diagrams with heavy
external gauge bosons are not critical: they only contribute to the matching of the four-fermion
operators, where the external momentum can be set to zero, as explained in Sect. 5.2. Therefore,
the only problematic diagram is the Q
(3)
lequ part of the e¯eγ penguin. We evaluate it in the HV scheme
and verify the Ward identity in order to ensure that no symmetry-breaking terms are generated.
4.2 Evanescent operators
In the case of fermion four-point functions, the loop calculation in D dimensions generates counter-
terms that correspond to elements of the operator basis only in four dimensions, either due to the
appearance of higher products of gamma matrices in both fermion bilinears or due to Fierz relations
that only hold in four dimensions. The differences between the D-dimensional counterterms and the
four-dimensional operators are evanescent operators. We use a scheme where the contribution of
evanescent operators is compensated by local counterterms [61–63], so that evanescent operators do
not contribute to one-loop matrix elements. In order to define the scheme, the evanescent operators
have to be specified. We do not use pure MS for the renormalization of four-fermion operators, but
rather use the following definition of evanescent operators for the NDR scheme:
PLγ
µγνPL ⊗ PLγµγνPL = (4 − 2ǫ)PL ⊗ PL − PLσµνPL ⊗ PLσµνPL ,
PLγ
µγνPL ⊗ PRγµγνPR = 4(1 + aevǫ)PL ⊗ PR + E(2)LR ,
PRγ
µγνγλPL ⊗ PRγµγνγλPL = 4(4− bevǫ)PRγµPL ⊗ PRγµPL + E(3)LL ,
PRγ
µγνγλPL ⊗ PLγµγνγλPR = 4(1 + cevǫ)PRγµPL ⊗ PLγµPR + E(3)LR ,
PLγ
µγνγλγσPL ⊗ PLγµγνγλγσPL = 32(2− 3devǫ)PL ⊗ PL
− 8(2− eevǫ)PLσµνPL ⊗ PLσµνPL + E(4)LL ,
PLγ
µγνγλγσPL ⊗ PRγµγνγλγσPR = 16(1 + 8fevǫ)PL ⊗ PR + E(4)LR , (4.7)
and analogous definitions for opposite chirality. The coefficients aev, . . ., fev are kept generic. They
can be assigned any value, defining different schemes [63]. This definition of evanescent operators
is motivated by the following derivation [61, 63, 64]. We define the set of physical operators in the
chiral basis
{Γi1 ⊗ Γi2} = {PL ⊗ PL, PR ⊗ PR, PL ⊗ PR, PR ⊗ PL,
PRγ
µPL ⊗ PRγµPL, PLγµPR ⊗ PLγµPR, PRγµPL ⊗ PLγµPR, PLγµPR ⊗ PRγµPL,
PLσ
µνPL ⊗ PLσµνPL, PRσµνPR ⊗ PRσµνPR}i (4.8)
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1 ⊗ Γi2 . (4.9)











2A2] = bj (4.10)





for ai up to O(ǫ). The calculation of these traces in NDR is possible since all Lorentz indices are
contracted. This derivation leads to evanescent operators as defined in (4.7) with aev = bev = cev =
dev = eev = fev = 1. We abstain from adding further terms linear in ǫ that mix even with odd
numbers of gamma matrices. Such terms show up if one uses the above recipe within the parity





involve contributions with an even number of gamma matrices, multiplied by ǫ.
Operators with an even higher number of Dirac matrices in both bilinears do not appear in our
calculation and operators with a different ordering of the Lorentz indices can be related to the ones
given in (4.7) by only making use of the anticommutation relations for the gamma matrices.
Further evanescent operators appear in our calculation: they are given by the differences of
structures that are related by the usual Fierz identities in four dimensions:
(PRγ
µPL)⊗ [PRγµPL] = −(PRγµPL]⊗ [PRγµPL) + E(F1)LL ,
(PRγ
µPL)⊗ [PLγµPR] = 2(PR]⊗ [PL) + E(F1)LR ,
(PLσ
µνPL)⊗ [PLσµνPL] = 8(PL]⊗ [PL)− 4(PL)⊗ [PL] + E(F2)LL , (4.12)
and analogously for opposite chirality. The parentheses and brackets abbreviate Dirac indices and
we have not included the minus sign from anticommuting the fermion fields. We choose not to
introduce any explicit ǫ-dependence into the definition of these Fierz-evanescent operators. Note
that the definitions (4.7) imply
PLσ
µνPL ⊗ PRσµνPR = −(2 + 4aev)ǫPL ⊗ PR − E(2)LR . (4.13)
We observe that with the appearance of evanescent operators, a subtlety occurs in connec-
tion with Majorana neutrinos. The formalism of [48] for Majorana fermions and fermion-number-
violating interactions has the advantage to simplify Feynman rules, the determination of relative
signs of interfering diagrams, and to reduce the number of diagrams since Majorana neutrinos can
be treated similarly to real scalar fields, by introducing a fermion flow direction on each fermion
line. The direction of the fermion flow can be chosen arbitrarily. However, it turns out that revers-
ing the fermion flow direction can lead to non-trivial relations between evanescent structures, such
that the naive application of crossing relations and dropping evanescent operators at one loop do
not lead to correct results. Consider a divergent loop diagram with an insertion of a γµPL ⊗ γµPL
four-fermion operator and a vector-boson correction connecting the two incoming fermion lines. The
tensor reduction of the loop integral leads to Dirac structures of the form
(u¯1γ
µγνγλPLu2)(u¯3γµγνγλPLu4) = 4(4− bevǫ)(u¯1γµPLu2)(u¯3γµPLu4) + 〈E(3)LL〉1234 . (4.14)
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However, we could also assign a reversed flow direction to the second fermion line, leading to an
expression
−(u¯1γµγνγλPLu2)(v¯4γλγνγµPRv3) = −4(4− (3 + cev)ǫ)(u¯1γµPLu2)(v¯4γµPRv3)− 〈E(3)LR〉1243
= 4(4− (3 + cev)ǫ)(u¯1γµPLu2)(u¯3γµPLu4)− 〈E(3)LR〉1243 . (4.15)
This implies that the evanescent structures 〈E(3)LL〉1234 and −〈E(3)LR〉1243 are trivially related only for
bev = 3 + cev, while in general one has to be careful keeping track of crossed evanescent structures.
A scheme preserving Fierz relations at the one-loop level requires bev = cev = 1 instead [65].
4.3 Tadpoles
Different treatments of tadpoles can be found in the literature, some of which are not compatible
with the MS scheme, as they would introduce gauge dependences into the S-matrix, see [66] for a
detailed discussion. We follow the most direct approach and simply calculate all tadpole topologies
explicitly, with diagrams shown in App. D.1. In this scheme, the top-loop tadpole generates relatively





in relations between observables and
MS Lagrangian parameters [67, 68]. However, these enhanced corrections have to cancel again in
relations between observables [69].
4.4 Diagrams and required vertices
For any diagram, the Euler formula relates the number of loops L with the number of internal
propagators I and vertices V :
I = L+ V − 1 . (4.16)
Counting propagators, the number of internal propagators I and external legs E are related by




where Vn is the number of vertices with n legs. This results in
E + 2L− 2 =
∑
n
(n− 2)Vn . (4.18)
For the matching of the SMEFT to the LEFT up to dimension six, we are interested in diagrams
with up to E = 4 external legs. Hence, at one loop the one-point function is given by the tadpole
topology:
For the two-point functions we only need vertices with three and four legs, resulting in the following
topologies:
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For the three-point function vertices with three, four, and five legs are required, leading to four
different topologies:
In the case of the four-point function, we need vertices with up to six legs. Omitting crossed versions,
there are 14 topologies:
The only four-point functions we need to calculate are four-fermion Green’s functions. As we only
include vertices up to dimension six, the last three topologies do not appear and we do not need
any vertices with six legs in the matching calculation. The diagrams are best organized in terms of
1PI subgraphs. Distinguishing between fermions (solid lines) and bosons (dashed lines), we find the
following classification (crossed diagrams and external-leg corrections are not shown):
= + ,
= + + + ,
= + + + + ,
= + + + + +
+ ,
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= + + + + + ,
= + + + + + .
The fourth (bulb) diagram in the four-point function involves two dimension-five operators, hence
it is proportional to m2ν and neglected in our calculation as we will explain in Sect. 5.2.
All diagrams that contribute to the matching equations at the considered order (and some
diagrams that turn out to vanish) are listed in App. D.
4.5 Computational tools
The diagrammatic matching of the SMEFT and LEFT involves a large number of one-loop diagrams.
In order to handle this complexity, we made use of several computer algebra systems. First, we
implemented, using dummy fields, a version of the SMEFT Lagrangian that encodes the type of fields
and possible vertices in FeynRules [70, 71]. We then used FeynArts [72] to generate the complete
set of diagrams. The extraction of the actual Feynman rules for the SMEFT in background-field
gauge was performed using manually coded Mathematica routines and the FeynRule[] command
of FeynCalc [73, 74]. Several commands of the same package were used in different steps of the
loop calculation, e.g. for the tensor reduction (TID[]) and Dirac algebra (DiracReduce[]). For the
analytic evaluation of scalar loop functions, we performed cross-checks with Package-X [75]. We
compared the results of two independent implementations of the complete computation.
5 Matching procedure
5.1 Expanding loops
For the matching procedure, we follow standard EFT techniques, see e.g. [76–78] for detailed dis-
cussions. The matching condition at the electroweak scale requires that the LEFT and SMEFT
S-matrix elements for the light-particle processes agree. This can be achieved by matching one-
light-particle irreducible (1LPI) amplitudes including wave-function renormalization:
MLEFT =MSMEFT . (5.1)
The goal of the matching is to express the renormalized LEFT coefficients in term of the renor-
malized SMEFT coefficients. This relation obviously is scheme dependent, hence it is important
that the presented results are used only in connection with loop calculations that employ the same
scheme definitions as the matching calculation, defined in Sect. 4, or that perform an explicit scheme
translation.
Each side of (5.1) consists of tree-level and one-loop diagrams, where the bare parameters in
the tree-level part are split into renormalized parameters plus counterterms that cancel the UV
divergences of the loops:
MLEFTtree, ren. +MLEFTct +MLEFTloop =MSMEFTtree, ren. +MSMEFTct +MSMEFTloop . (5.2)
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The part of the LEFT tree-level amplitude that only contains the renormalized parameters is given
by
MLEFTtree, ren. =MSMEFTtree, ren. +MSMEFTct +MSMEFTloop − (MLEFTct +MLEFTloop ) . (5.3)
It is analytic in the low-energy scales, i.e. a polynomial. On the right-hand side of the equation,
both SMEFT and LEFT loop contributions contain non-analytic pieces in the low scales that cancel
in the difference. In principle, the integrands of the loop integrals cannot be expanded in the low-
energy scales, because this alters the structure of the non-analytic pieces of the integrals. However, if
we expand the integrands, both non-analytic pieces in the SMEFT and the LEFT loops are altered
in the same way and the analytic difference is unaffected. Therefore
MLEFTtree, ren. =MSMEFTtree, ren. +MSMEFTct +MSMEFTloop, exp. − (MLEFTct +MLEFTloop, exp.) . (5.4)
The LEFT integrals with integrands expanded in the low-energy scales are scaleless integrals, which
vanish in dimensional regularization. This leads us to the matching prescription
MLEFTtree, ren. =MSMEFTtree, ren. +MSMEFTloop, exp. +MSMEFTct −MLEFTct . (5.5)
Note that the SMEFT and LEFT loop contributions can both contain IR divergences. Since the
LEFT reproduces the IR structure of the SMEFT, these divergences are identical and cancel in the
difference. After the expansion of the loop integrands in the light scales, the structure of the IR-
divergences are altered both in the SMEFT and LEFT loops in the same way. Since the expanded
LEFT integrals vanish, the altered IR divergences are equal to minus the LEFT UV divergences.
The expansion in the light scales does not affect the UV structure. Therefore, in (5.5) the UV
divergences of the expanded SMEFT loop integrals are cancelled by the SMEFT counterterms,
whereas the IR divergences of the expanded SMEFT loops are cancelled by subtracting the LEFT
UV counterterms. The finite part of the expanded loops gives the matching contribution. Note that
in this matching procedure, the only diagrams that have to be calculated are the expanded SMEFT
loops. The SMEFT counterterms can be extracted from the RGEs in [10–12], the counterterms for
the LEFT are obtained from the RGEs in [15].
5.2 Power counting
The power counting of both the SMEFT and the LEFT is given in terms of canonical mass dimen-
sions. The dimensionless expansion parameter of the SMEFT is v/Λ or p/Λ, where Λ is the heavy
mass scale of NP, v denotes the vacuum expectation values (vev) or the mass of a SM particle, and
p an external momentum. Similarly, in the LEFT the expansion parameter is m/v or p/v, where
m stands for a light SM particle mass. By matching the SMEFT and the LEFT at the weak scale,
the low-energy parameters are expressed in terms of SMEFT parameters and inherit the SMEFT









which separates LEFT and SMEFT power counting. Following the procedure outlined in the pre-
vious section, the matching determines the Wilson coefficients of the LEFT in terms of SMEFT
parameters. In the SMEFT, the scale Λ of NP only appears explicitly through the expansion param-
eter as a polynomial in 1/Λ. An implicit dependence on NP parameters is absorbed into the values
of the Wilson coefficients Ci. The SMEFT contains the full non-analytic dependence on the heavy
and light SM scales, M and m. The LEFT reproduces the same IR physics as the SMEFT, i.e. it
explicitly contains the same non-analytic structure in terms of the light SM scales. Therefore, the
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contribution of the LEFT Wilson coefficients Li is analytic in the low scales m. In the LEFT, the
vev v explicitly appears only as polynomials in 1/v due to the LEFT expansion parameter, while
any further dependence on v is absorbed into the values of the Wilson coefficients Li. Hence, the








in a polynomial way, and in addition contain pieces that are non-analytic in the ratios of the heavy
SM scales and the matching scale µW . In the following, we will work out these equations at one loop
and up to dimension six in both the LEFT and SMEFT expansions, i.e. we consider contributions to
the LEFT Lagrangian parameters of the order ǫ2LEFT and ǫ
2
SMEFT. This implies that we in principle
take into account double insertions of the dimension-five SMEFT operator and single insertions of
the dimension-six SMEFT operators. At the same time, we will consider corrections to the LEFT
masses and gauge couplings containing up to two additional powers of light scales. For corrections
to the dimension-five LEFT dipole coefficients, we will work up to linear order in the light scales,
while for the dimension-six operator coefficients we will set the light scales to zero. A special case
is the Majorana-neutrino mass term, which is induced at tree level by the dimension-five SMEFT
operator,
[Mν ]rs = −C 5
rs
v2T . (5.8)
Hence, this term can be counted either as v× ǫLEFT or as v× ǫSMEFT. The smallness of the neutrino
masses shows that the scale of lepton-number-violating NP is huge and could be much larger that the
generic scale Λ for lepton- and baryon-number-conserving NP. Therefore, we consider both counting
schemes and only take into account single insertions of Q5 in the matching for the neutrino dipole
operator, but neglect insertions of Q5 in the matching for the dimension-six operators. This implies
that for the four-fermion matching equations, the neutrinos can be treated as masslessWeyl fermions.
We also neglect corrections to the neutrino masses of order δmν ∼ m3ν : since mν ∼ v × ǫSMEFT,
these are dimension-seven contributions in the SMEFT power counting. In order to include double
insertions of Q5 in the matching of the four-fermion operators, one should go to dimension eight in
the LEFT counting. Vice versa, in order to consistently include m3ν contributions to the neutrino-
mass corrections, one should work at dimension seven in the SMEFT counting. In the context of
RGEs, double insertions of the dimension-five operator have been considered in [79, 80].
5.3 Fermion two-point functions
The fermion two-point functions provide the matching conditions for the mass matrices. Through
field-redefinitions, they also contribute to higher-dimension operators as external-leg corrections. In
Sect. 5.3.1, we describe the matching equations for the mass matrices and derive the necessary field
redefinitions. We are working in a basis with non-diagonal complex mass matrices. In Sect. 5.3.2,
we discuss the diagonalization of the mass matrices and the relation to S-matrix elements.
5.3.1 Field redefinitions and mass matrices
We assume that the SMEFT tree-level mass matrices have been diagonalized as in (2.56). The
inverse fermion propagator is calculated from the two-point function. For Dirac fermions we find
the structure
S−1pr = −i(/p−m+ /pPLΣL + /pPRΣR − PLML − PRMR)pr , (5.9)
where ΣL, ΣR, ML, MR, are loop-generated matrices in flavor space and the tree-level mass
term is given by mpr = mpδpr, with p, r flavor indices. For Dirac fermions, the matrices fulfill
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ΣM := ΣL = (ΣR)T , M =MT , (5.11)
i.e. the inverse Majorana propagator has the form
S−1pr = −i(/p−m+ /pPLΣM + /pPRΣM∗ − PLM− PRM∗)pr . (5.12)
If the loops are expanded in all the light scales as discussed in Sect. 5.1, the inverse propaga-
tor (5.9) can be directly identified with Lagrangian terms of the LEFT. Terms proportional to p2 in
ΣL,R andML,R correspond to higher-derivative operators that are not in the canonical LEFT oper-
ator basis. They can be removed by performing an explicit field redefinition, which is often referred
to as using the equations of motion (EOM). As discussed in [15], the naive application of the EOM
can lead to apparently ambiguous results. The ambiguity is due to the fact that derivatives can be
integrated by parts before the application of the EOM. By properly writing the field redefinitions,
one sees that the ambiguities are simply related by chiral field redefinitions [15], which are always
possible.
Consider the most general field redefinition that removes terms with up to three derivatives:
ψL,R 7→ ψL,R +AL,RψL,R +BL,Ri /DψR,L + CL,R(i /D)2ψL,R , (5.13)
where AL,R, BL,R, and CL,R are generic matrices in flavor space of O(ǫ) and ǫ formally keeps track
of power counting. The induced change in the Lagrangian
L = ψ¯(i /D −MPL −M †PR)ψ +O(ǫ) (5.14)
is given by
δL = ψ¯L(CL + C†L)(i /D)3ψL + ψ¯R(CR + C†R)(i /D)3ψR
+ ψ¯L(BL +B
†
R −M †CR − C†LM †)(i /D)2ψR + ψ¯R(BR +B†L −MCL − C†RM)(i /D)2ψL
+ ψ¯L(AL +A
†
L −M †BR −B†RM)i /DψL + ψ¯R(AR +A†R −MBL −B†LM †)i /DψR
− ψ¯R(MAL +A†RM)ψL − ψ¯L(M †AR +A†LM †)ψR . (5.15)
Up to dimension-six effects, the one-loop fermion two-point function will generate terms that can
be written as a Lagrangian
L = ψ¯
(
i /D −MPL −M †PR + i /DPLΣL(0) + (i /D)3PLΣL′(0) + i /DPRΣR(0) + (i /D)3PRΣR′(0)
− PLM(0)− PRM†(0)− (i /D)2PLM′(0)− (i /D)2PRM′†(0)
)
ψ . (5.16)
where the primes denote a derivative with respect to p2.




























(CR − C†R)M ,
AL +A
†
L = −ΣL(0) +B†RM +M †BR , AR +A†R = −ΣR(0) +B†LM † +MBL . (5.17)
The anti-Hermitian parts of AL,R, CL,R and the combination BR −B†L are not fixed and represent
chiral transformations. The axial part of the chiral transformation induces a shift in the theta


















































Since Tr[AL −A†L] = Tr[AR −A†R], the chiral rotation does not contain an axial part and does not
affect the theta terms. The transformed Lagrangian then becomes
L+ δL = ψ¯
(























(0)M †MM † +M †ΣR(0) +M †MM †ΣR
′
(0)
−M †M′(0)M † −M †MM′†(0)
)
ψR . (5.20)
The one-loop mass matrix is given by





















The mass matrix defined in this way is not only complex and non-diagonal, but it even contains
gauge-dependent parts [81–83]. The gauge dependence drops out if the mass matrices are diagonal-
ized. We choose to perform only a partial diagonalization that removes the gauge dependence from
the non-diagonal mass matrices. In order to do so, we perform a bi-unitary transformation
ψL 7→ LψL , ψR 7→ RψR . (5.22)
We specialize again to real diagonal tree-level mass matrices M =M † = m. Writing
M˜1-loop(ξ) = m+ δM + δM˜(ξ) , L = 1 + δL , R = 1 + δR , (5.23)
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where δM is independent of ξ, we define the rotations












If only the ξ-dependent part of the mass matrix is rotated away, the numerators of the second
terms in (5.24) are proportional to m2p−m2r, cancelling the denominator. Of course, the splitting of
ξ-dependent and ξ-independent parts is ambiguous and the explicit form of the non-diagonal mass
matrices defines the particular choice of basis. Since we are integrating out the top quark, we bring
the mass matrix of the up-type quarks to the block-diagonal form
M1-loopu = m+ δM =
 ∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 , (5.25)
i.e. we add in (5.24) not only ξ-dependent pieces but the full off-diagonal part for the top quark. In
this case, the denominators in (5.24) can again be expanded in the light scales.
We restrict (5.24) to non-axial rotations, arg det(R†L) = 0, which implies Tr[δL] = Tr[δR]. The
diagonalized mass matrix is directly given by the diagonal entries of M˜1-loop, which is ξ-independent










+ReMss(m2s) + iImMss(0) . (5.26)
The CP -violating parts of the mass matrix can always be rotated away by an axial transformation,
reshuffling them into the θ parameters at the two-loop level, see Sect. 5.4.3.
5.3.2 Fermion wave-function renormalization and mixing
Alternatively to the field redefinitions specified in Sect. 5.3.1, one could perform the matching by
equating observables, i.e. the pole masses and S-matrix elements in the SMEFT and LEFT. We
briefly review the wave-function renormalization procedure for a chiral theory in the presence of
fermion mixing [84–87], which is needed to compute observables in the SMEFT and LEFT. We
are working with fields that are renormalized in the MS scheme. Consider a set of massive chiral
fermion fields that annihilate one-particle states as follows:
〈0|ψLp(0)|pr〉 = ζrLpuLr(p) ,
〈0|ψRp(0)|pr〉 = ζrRpuRr(p) , (5.27)
where p, r, s, t are used as flavor indices. The two-point functions are matrices in spinor and flavor
space and they have poles at the values of the physical masses Ms. Close to the poles at p
2 =M2s ,
they are given by







ζs∗Lr + (regular at p
2 =M2s ) ,







ζs∗Rr + (regular at p
2 =M2s ) ,







ζs∗Rr + (regular at p
2 =M2s ) ,
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ζs∗Lr + (regular at p
2 =M2s ) . (5.28)





















We allow for the case where the propagator contains off-diagonal, i.e. flavor-changing elements. The
LSZ formula [88] relates as usual S-matrix elements to amputated Green’s functions:
〈ps . . . |S| . . .〉 =
∑
r
ζs∗r . . .
∫
d4xeips·x . . . 〈0|T {ψr(x) . . .}|0〉amp. (5.30)
We need to sum over all fields r, whose two-point function with the interpolating field for s has a
pole at p2 =M2s . In matrix form, the inverse propagator (5.9) reads
S−1 = −i
(−m−ML /p(1 + ΣR)
/p(1 + ΣL) −m−MR
)
, (5.31)
which has zero eigenvalues at the physical masses of the fermions:
0 = det
(
p2(1 + ΣR)(m+MR)−1(1 + ΣL)(m+MR)− (m+ML)(m+MR)
)
. (5.32)
To one-loop accuracy, this gives
0 = det
(
p2 −m2 −mMR −MLm+ p2(ΣR +m−1ΣLm)
)
= det(p2 −m2) + Tr
(






















depending only on the diagonal entries of the matrices ΣL, ΣR, ML, MR. This agrees with the
CP -even part of the mass matrix (5.26) that we diagonalized by field redefinitions. The propagator















p2(1 + ΣL)(m+ML)−1(1 + ΣR)− (m+MR)
)−1
,
SRL = (m+MR)−1(1 + ΣL)SLL ,
SLR = (m+ML)−1(1 + ΣR)SRR . (5.36)
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In the vicinity of the poles, the propagator matrix has the form (5.29). The square-rooted residues
can be extracted as
lim
p2→M2s






























































Here, κ is a free phase parameter for the physical states. The off-diagonal terms with the deno-
miators 1/(m2s −m2p) correspond to the chiral rotations (5.24) that diagonalize the mass matrices.
The denominators appear as usual in non-degenerate perturbation theory and e.g. show up in the
renormalization of the mixing matrices in MS schemes [87, 89–92].



































5.4 Gauge-boson two-point functions
We proceed with the gauge-boson two-point functions and we first discuss one-loop mixing between
the neutral gauge bosons in Sect. 5.4.1. The gauge-boson two-point functions are then used to
extract the matching expressions for the gauge couplings in Sect. 5.4.2 and the theta parameters in
Sect. 5.4.3.
5.4.1 Gauge-boson mixing
We consider mixing of vector fields, as it is present at one loop between the neutral background fields



















where the tree-level contributions are (in unitary gauge for the Zˆ field and with general gauge
parameter ξˆγ for the Aˆ field)




, lAZ(p2) = lZA(p2) = 0 , lZZ(p2) = −M2Z (5.42)
and ΣabT,L(p
2) denote the one-loop corrections. The Ward identity requires ΣAAL (p
2) = 0, i.e. higher-
order corrections are transverse. The absence of poles then implies ΣAAT (0) = 0. The propagator

































The physical masses of the gauge bosons are determined by
det
(
tab(p2) + ΣabT (p
2)
)
= 0 . (5.46)










At one loop, the physical masses are given by




Z − ΣZZT (M2Z) , (5.48)































In the background-field method, gauge invariance requires ΣAZL (p
2) = ΣZAL (p
2) = 0, which together
with analyticity at p2 = 0 implies that ΣZAT (0) = Σ
AZ
T (0) = 0, i.e. there is no A–Z one-loop mixing
for on-shell photons even in minimal schemes, while in the conventional gauge, this is only enforced
by on-shell renormalization [43].
Note that there is also one-loop mixing between the Z and the Higgs scalar. In background-field
gauge, the mixing of the photon with the Higgs scalar vanishes due to gauge invariance.
5.4.2 Gauge couplings
The matching equations for the gauge couplings can be directly obtained from the gauge-boson
two-point functions by performing field redefinitions, similarly to the case of the fermion masses.
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Expanded in all light scales up to dimension-six effects, the one-loop inverse gauge-boson propaga-

































(0) + LGF . (5.50)







































By another field redefinition (or by applying the EOM), the dimension-six terms in (5.50) are
transformed into four-fermion operators.
5.4.3 Theta parameters
The matching of the theta parameters is complicated by the fact that the theta terms in the
Lagrangian are total derivatives and therefore usually do not contribute in Feynman diagrams of
ordinary perturbation theory. However, the matching can nevertheless be performed with standard
methods by using a trick proposed in [96]: the CP -violating parameters in the SMEFT can be
multiplied by a non-propagating scalar dummy field that acquires a vev equal to one. By calculating
diagrams with a single external dummy field, which allows one to insert momentum into the diagram,
the matching can be performed in perturbation theory and the contribution of the CP -odd SMEFT
terms to the LEFT theta terms can be calculated. The general method of [96] is simplified in the
current setting as we are only interested in terms linear in the higher-dimension SMEFT operators.
In practice, the method amounts to inserting momentum into the CP -odd SMEFT operators or
theta terms and matching it with the LEFT theta terms, where the momentum is inserted in the
theta parameters. Because on the SMEFT side, momentum is inserted not only into the dimension-
six operators but also into the SMEFT theta terms, they appear as new vertices in this modified
perturbation theory as they are no longer total derivatives. All relevant diagrams are shown in
App. D.3.
In [96] a potential problem of the method was mentioned: since the theta terms are total
derivatives, the generated counterterms could either be of the form
Fµν F˜
µνφ = (∂µKµ)φ (5.53)
or
−Kµ∂µφ . (5.54)
While the first variant gives a contribution to the LEFT theta terms, the second variant vanishes
when the dummy field φ is set to its vev. In [96] it was argued that the second variant should not
appear because the current Kµ is not gauge invariant. Using the background-field method [41, 42]
puts this argument on solid ground: it ensures that gauge invariance with respect to the background
fields is maintained in the loop calculation.
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In addition to the direct contributions to the theta terms, additional effects are generated
through the CP -odd contributions to the mass matrices. We work in a basis, where these con-
tributions are left in the non-diagonal complex mass matrices. One could choose to rotate the
CP -violating mass terms away by an axial rotation and would expect an additional contribution
to the theta terms through the chiral anomaly. However, the result of the anomalous rotation can
be obtained as in [96] by inserting momentum into a CP -violating mass term and calculating the
fermion-loop contribution to the gauge-boson two- or three-point function. Since the CP -violating
mass term is generated only at one loop, its insertion into the fermion loop corresponds to a two-
loop effect in the matching equations for the theta angles and here it can be disregarded. We remark
that in running or matching calculations at the two-loop level, the effect of axial field redefinitions
on the theta terms requires special attention.
5.5 Fermion three-point functions
The matching equations for the electromagnetic and chromomagnetic dipole operators are extracted
from the three-point functions with two fermions and a photon or gluon. All relevant diagrams
are shown in App. D.4. The matching can be performed in several ways. One could calculate
the expanded fully off-shell three-point functions, identify the result with a set of operators and
perform a field redefinition (or use the EOM) to arrive at the LEFT operator basis. In this case,
many contributions would directly correspond to the same operators found in the matching of the
two-point functions, due to relations required by gauge invariance. After having performed the field
redefinitions as implied by the matching of the two-point functions, these operators are removed
from the result for the off-shell three-point functions as well. One can then directly work with on-
shell fermions and only keep the gauge boson off-shell, in order to identify the field redefinitions
that generate four-fermion operators through the gauge-field EOM.
In addition to the terms (5.15) affecting the two-point functions, the field redefinition (5.13) gen-
erates additional terms that only show up in three-point (and higher-point) functions: the original
Lagrangian
L = ψ¯LσµνLψγψRFµν + ψ¯RσµνL†ψγψLFµν (5.55)
gets shifted up to dimension-six terms by
δL = ψ¯Lσµν(LψγAR +A†LLψγ)ψRFµν + ψ¯Rσµν(L†ψγAL +A†RL†ψγ)ψLFµν
+ ψ¯Lσ






µνL†ψγBLi /DψRFµν − ψ¯Ri
←−
/DσµνB†LLψγψRFµν . (5.56)
In (5.55), we have employed the tree-level matching to express the coefficients of the dipole operators
already in terms of LEFT coefficients (using matrix notation in flavor space). Analogous shifts are
present for the gluonic dipole operators. The derivative operators can be eliminated by the EOM
or another field redefinition
ψL 7→ ψL − FµνσµνB†RL†ψγψL ,
ψR 7→ ψR − FµνσµνB†LLψγψR , (5.57)
which does not affect the two-point functions. The Lagrangian shifts (5.15) and (5.56) together
with the shift induced by the redefinition of the gauge bosons (5.51) correspond to the external-leg
corrections to the three-point function.
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The general structure of a photonic or gluonic Dirac fermion three-point function is given by
iM(ψr(p)γ(k)→ ψp(p′)) = u¯p(p′)iΓµpr(p, p′)ur(p)ǫµ(k) ,
iM(ψr(p)gA(k)→ ψp(p′)) = u¯p(p′)iΓAµpr (p, p′)ur(p)ǫµ(k) , k = p′ − p , (5.58)















with P = p+ p′. In order to match the vertex functions to the LEFT operators, we first write down





































































































and similar relations for the coefficients of the gluonic structures. From these relations we obtain
the matching equations for the dipole operators as well as gauge-field EOM contributions to the
four-fermion operators.
5.6 Gluon three-point function
After having applied the field redefinitions that are determined with the gluon two-point function
and render the kinetic terms canonical, the expanded off-shell gluon three-point function can be
identified with a set of operators
L = LGOG + LG˜OG˜ + E(DµGµν)A(DλGλν)A . (5.62)
Due to gauge invariance, the three-gluon part of the EOM operator reappears that we already
identified in the two-point function (5.50), i.e. E = − 14ΣGGT
′′
(0). Through field redefinitions or
the gauge-field EOM, it is transformed into a set of four-quark operators. The separation of the
CP -even and CP -odd three-gluon operators from the EOM operator is most easily obtained by
writing down the Feynman rules for the Lagrangian (5.62) and matching at the amplitude level.
Some technicalities concerning the calculation of the fermion loops in the three-gluon amplitude
have been discussed in Sect. 4.1.2.
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5.7 Four-fermion interactions
In order to extract the matching contribution to the LEFT four-fermion operators, we have to
collect several contributions. First of all, a direct contribution arises from 1PI four-point diagrams,
shown in App. D.6. Second, there are contributions from 1LPI four-fermion diagrams with tree-
level propagators of heavy gauge bosons. We organize them again in terms of 1PI diagrams with
heavy gauge bosons: the diagrams for the two-point functions are collected in App. D.2, the three-
point diagrams are listed in App. D.5. Third, there are loop contributions to 1LPI two- and three-
point functions with massless gauge bosons that generate matching contributions to four-fermion
operators: either, these 1LPI diagrams can be considered as sub-diagrams in a four-point function
with tree-level propagators of massless gauge bosons, or, equivalently and more conveniently, they
can be matched directly off shell. In the second method, EOM operators generated by 1LPI two-
and three-point functions are turned into four-fermion operators with the help of a field redefinition,
as discussed in the previous sections. Finally, the field redefinitions that we determined with the
fermion two-point functions to make the kinetic terms canonical modify the tree-level matching of
the four-fermion operators in terms of external-leg corrections.
The tree-level matching of the SMEFT to the LEFT [14] consists only of contact terms as well as
exchange diagrams of weak gauge bosons. Since the dimension-four Higgs coupling is proportional to
a light scale, no Higgs-exchange diagrams appear, since it would require two insertions of dimension-
six operators. This holds true even at the one-loop level, as we discuss in the following.
Two-point functions with a Higgs boson could in principle appear inside of four-fermion dia-
grams. The Higgs two-point function does not give any contribution to the matching up to dimension
six: for a four-fermion Higgs-exchange diagram with one-loop corrections to the Higgs propagator,
the same argument as in the tree level matching applies [14]. The Higgs coupling to the light exter-
nal fermions is either proportional to a light scale or to a dimension-six SMEFT coefficient. Since
in the four-fermion operators all light scales are set to zero due to the LEFT power counting, two
insertions of dimension-six SMEFT operators would be required, which gives a dimension-eight
contribution in the SMEFT counting.
The Higgs-photon two-point function vanishes in the background-field method due to gauge
invariance: the amplitude needs to have the form
Mµ(p) = pµM(p2) (5.63)
and gauge invariance requires pµMµ = 0, hence M(p2) = 0.
This does not apply directly to the Higgs-Z two-point function, which receives a non-vanishing
contribution due to a top-quark loop. However, Lorentz invariance still requires the amplitude to
be proportional to an external momentum, which brings in a light scale that is set to zero in the
four-fermion matching.
Finally, at one loop the last possibly relevant Higgs-exchange diagrams consist of a dimension-six
coupling to the light fermions, the Higgs propagator, and a SM loop-induced coupling to two other
light fermions. At dimension six in the SMEFT, only the SM contributions to the Higgs one-loop
three-point functions are needed and we do not consider diagrams that require the insertion of higher-
dimensional SMEFT operators. We can also neglect diagrams that involve scalar couplings to light
fermions, which are proportional to a light scale. As the Higgs three-point function requires either
a chirality change or a derivative coupling, a light scale necessarily appears if the internal fermions
are light. Hence, only diagrams with internal top quarks need to be considered, which contribute to
the d¯dh three-point function, as shown in App. D.5.1. However, in all these diagrams the SM vertex
structure either contains an external (light) down-type quark mass or the loop produces an external
momentum. Since the light scales are set to zero, all diagrams vanish. External-leg corrections do
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not contribute either as in these diagrams the Higgs boson couples to a light fermion. Therefore,
even at one loop no Higgs-exchange diagrams contribute to the matching.
6 Results
The main result of this work is the complete set of one-loop matching equations connecting the
SMEFT with the LEFT, including effects up to dimension six in the power counting of both theories.
As the explicit expressions are very long, we only provide them in digital form in the supplemental
material, with conventions specified in App. G. All the results are given in terms of the LEFT
coefficients of the operator basis derived in [14], which we reproduce in App. F. In order to illustrate
the form of the results, we display the coefficient of the LEFT up-type quark gluonic dipole operator






























































































































































































































Here, p and r are flavor indices, and the subscript t denotes the explicit top-quark flavor index. The
first term is the SM one-loop matching contribution, while the second term represents the tree-level
SMEFT matching [14]. All parameters are understood to be the running (i.e. renormalized MS)
SMEFT parameters, with implicit dependence on the matching scale µW .
The results are given for a SMEFT basis, where the renormalized MS mass matrices are diag-
onalized by µW -dependent unitary matrices V and U , see (2.56). We do not reabsorb the mixing
matrices V and U into the definition of the SMEFT Wilson coefficients, but we keep them explicitly.
It is also possible to use the matching results in connection with a SMEFT basis with off-diagonal
mass matrices—only the top quark needs to be diagonalized: in a fixed-order calculation, the off-
diagonal mass matrices then only have to be restored in the tree-level matching contribution. In a
next-to-leading-log analysis, one should then either perform the full diagonalization at the match-
ing scale or restore the off-diagonal mass matrices everywhere in the one-loop matching equations.
Since the light scales explicitly appear only in the matching to coefficients of LEFT operators of
dimension less than six, it should be straightforward to recombine the masses and mixing matrices
into off-diagonal mass matrices.
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We emphasize again that our results are provided for a LEFT basis where the matching contri-
bution itself generates off-diagonal and complex contributions to the mass matrices. Diagonalizing
the mass matrices reshuffles these contributions into the LEFT Wilson coefficients in the form of
external-leg corrections. In the case of the dipole operators, the tree-level matching starts at di-
mension six, therefore only the SM contribution to the mass matrices has to be taken into account.
The additional external-leg correction for a basis with real diagonal mass matrices can be obtained
from a field redefinition of the form (5.24). In the case of up-type quarks, the off-diagonal SM
contributions to the mass matrices are cubic in the light scales, hence the diagonalization (5.24)
would result in a dimension-7 correction to LuG and can be neglected (we assume the differences of
the light masses that appear in (5.24) to be of the same order as the light masses themselves). We
stress that the same does not apply in the case of down-type quarks: here, a contribution appears
from the diagonalization of the mass matrix, corresponding to a SM external-leg correction due to
a loop with a W boson and top quark, which is not suppressed by a light scale. Similarly, for the
coefficients of the four-fermion operators that receive a SM contribution in the tree-level match-
ing, the diagonalization of the mass matrices results in external-leg corrections with dimension-six
SMEFT operator insertions that are not suppressed by light scales.
We briefly comment on the checks that we performed to test the correctness of the results. We
compared two independent implementations of the complete loop calculation as an internal cross-
check. We checked the Ward identities in order to ensure background-field gauge invariance, see
also the discussion of the γ5 problem in Sect. 4.1. In the whole calculation, we worked with linear
Rξ gauge for the quantum fields, keeping the gauge parameter ξ generic. The gauge-parameter
independence of the results provides a very strong check, both of the correctness of the diagrams
(again in the context of the regularization problem) and of the combination of all the contributions
to the matching equations. Finally, we checked that the counterterms that cancel the UV and IR
divergences in the matching calculation agree with the difference of SMEFT and LEFT counterterms
extracted from the respective RGEs [10–12, 15]. In this comparison, we used the compilation of the
SMEFT RGEs from [20]. Note that the divergences only have to agree up to a change of basis (5.24),
which can be determined by comparing the divergences of the mass matrices. This basis change
includes axial field redefinitions (which affects the theta terms only at higher loop order), feeding
e.g. into the operator coefficient LV,LLνedu that receives a tree-level SM matching contribution. Taking
into account the basis change, we find agreement of the complete divergence structure, confirming
the consistency of the matching calculation with the SMEFT and LEFT RGEs.
In addition to the checks mentioned above, we compared our results to the literature in several
cases. Starting with the flavor-changing parts of the dipole operators Ldγ and LdG, we find that













to the flavor-diagonal dipoles, Luγ, uG, Ldγ, dG, and Leγ , are in agreement with
the results of [103–106]. A subtlety appears in the case of the Q
W˜
operator for which the definition
that appears in the literature [105, 107, 108] differs by an evanescent operator from the one used
here, leading to a result that differs by a finite part.4 For the X3 class, we find agreement with [110]
for the matching induced by CuG
tt
. Finally, for the ∆F = 2 parts of the four-fermion operators
LV,LLdd , L
V 1,LR
dd , and L
V 8,LR
dd , we checked that the matching is in agreement with the known SM
result [98, 111] as well as with the contributions due to four-fermion operators derived in [37].
4Here we use the operator as defined in Table 2, while in parts of the literature an operator ∝ F˜µνW+νρW
− ρ
µ was
used to compute the matching onto the dipoles [105, 107, 108]. Note that the latter definition corresponds to the
triple-gauge coupling defined in [109]. Since they differ by an evanescent term, both definitions should lead to the
same predictions for observables if used consistently.
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7 Summary and conclusions
In the absence of evidence for NP in direct searches at high energies, model-independent analy-
ses are becoming more relevant. Under the assumption that new particles have masses above the
electroweak scale, effective field theories provide an efficient tool to perform all calculations below
the scale of NP in a model-independent manner. Using the SMEFT above and the LEFT below
the electroweak scale, all constraints on NP from collider searches and low-energy precision experi-
ments can be evaluated in the same framework and expressed as bounds on the Wilson coefficients
of effective operators. Any particular model can then be tested simply by integrating out the heavy
new particles and comparing the matched Wilson coefficients to the constraints in the SMEFT.
Deviations from the SM prediction found in experiments running at an energy below the scale of
NP result in non-vanishing coefficients of the higher-dimension SMEFT operators.
The one-loop running within the SMEFT [10–12] and LEFT [15] and the tree-level matching at
the electroweak scale [14] provide a consistent framework for EFT analyses at leading-log accuracy.
The increasing precision of experimental searches e.g. in lepton-flavor-violating processes or CP -
violating dipole moments calls for EFT treatments of increased accuracy. We have derived the
one-loop matching equations up to dimension six in the power counting of both the SMEFT and
LEFT. No further approximations are applied, e.g. we keep the full flavor structure and include
mass corrections to dipole operators that are of dimension six in the power counting. The results
are provided in a basis, where off-diagonal matching corrections to the mass matrices appear. Off-
diagonal contributions to mass matrices also arise in the RGEs. When computing a process at a
given scale, one has to perform a basis change in order to diagonalize the mass matrices, which can
result in additional external-leg corrections to the coefficients of effective operators.
Our results provide the complete one-loop matching equations at the electroweak scale. They
can be used for fixed-order one-loop calculations within the LEFT/SMEFT in cases where the
logarithms are not large. They also provide a first step towards a next-to-leading-log analysis, which
is desirable for some high-precision observables at low energies. A systematic phenomenological
analysis of the one-loop matching effects is left for future work. To this end, the inclusion of the
matching results in existing SMEFT/LEFT software tools would be useful [20, 21]. We provide the
complete matching results in electronic form as supplemental material, which should facilitate their
further use.
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A Conventions




[γµ, γν ] . (A.1)
The matrix γ5 and the chiral projectors are defined as
γ5 := iγ
0γ1γ2γ3 , PL =
1
2
(1− γ5), PR = 1
2
(1 + γ5) . (A.2)
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In four space-time dimensions, we have the relation




where the fully antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor is normalized as
ǫ0123 = 1 . (A.4)
The charge-conjugation matrix is given by C = iγ2γ0, fulfilling
CγµC
−1 = −γTµ , C = C∗ = −C−1 = −C† = −CT . (A.5)








where λA are the Gell-Mann matrices. The antisymmetric and symmetric structure constants are
defined by
[TA, TB] = ifABCTC , {TA, TB} = 1
Nc
δAB + dABCTC , (A.7)
and the color factors are given by
TAαβT
A
βγ = δαγCF = δαγ
N2c − 1
2Nc
, fABCfABD = δCDCA = δ
CDNc . (A.8)
B Neutrinos
We consider a purely left-handed neutrino
νL = PLν = ν , νR = PRν = 0 , (B.1)







We define the charge-conjugate field of a four-spinor by
ψc := ηcCψ¯
T , ψc = η∗cψ
TC , (B.3)







The neutrino kinetic term and (lepton-number-violating) mass term in the broken phase of the
SMEFT read

























∗ =M ′ν = diag(mν1 ,mν2 ,mν3) . (B.6)












In terms of the Majorana field, the neutrino Lagrangian can be rewritten as
Lν = 1
2













The SMEFT bilinear interaction terms of the left-handed neutrinos has the form
Lν,int = ν¯LpΓprνLr + (νTLpCΓ¯prνLr + h.c.)





where Γ and Γ¯ collect expressions involving Dirac structures and other fields. In terms of the














where transposition acts only in Dirac space and flavor indices are specified explicitly. By writing
the Dirac structure as
Γpr = γµCµpr ,
Γ¯pr = C¯pr + σµν C¯µνpr (B.12)
and using
CγTµC = γµ , γ
0γ0 = 1 , γ0σ†µνγ

















C Propagator Feynman rules
In this appendix, we list the Feynman rules for the propagators of the background and quantum
fields, which agree with the expressions in the SM [43]. We do not list the vertex rules for the
SMEFT in background-field gauge because of the large number of vertices. Differences to the rules



















































































































































In the ghost propagators, the arrow denotes the ghost number flow (in the case of η− the charge
flow is in the opposite direction).
D Diagrams
In this appendix, we provide the complete list of relevant Feynman diagrams that we calculated
for the one-loop matching of the SMEFT to the LEFT. We organize the diagrams in terms of




hˆ t hˆ W+ hˆ Z+ hˆ G+ hˆ G0






















































































































D.2.4 hh, γh, and Zh
As discussed in Sect. 5.7, no diagrams with background Higgs fields contribute to the one-loop
























































































































































Note that the reversed diagrams can be easily obtained from the original diagrams [48]:
D = u¯p(p)Γpr(p)ur(p) ,
Drev = −v¯r(p)Γrp(−p)vp(p) = u¯p(p)CΓTrp(−p)C−1ur(p) , (D.1)
where the transposition acts in Dirac space and transposition in the flavor indices is given explicitly.
We use the relations
C1TC−1 = 1 , CγT5 C
−1 = γ5 , Cγ
T
µC











































































































There are no contributions from external-leg corrections to the AA˜ and ZA˜ theta terms (2.28): the
background-field method ensures that there is no mixing between A and Z, and the external-leg






















The additional one-loop contributions from external-leg corrections to the gluon theta term (2.28)
are compensated by the explicit inclusion of the squared coupling in the operator.
















































































































































































































































Drev = −v¯r(p)Γrp(−p,−p′)vp(p′) = u¯p(p′)CΓTrp(−p,−p′)C−1ur(p) , (D.3)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































D.5 Three-point functions with heavy bosons
The remaining three-point functions only appear as sub-diagrams in the matching onto the four-
fermion operators. Up to dimension six, in these diagrams all light scales can be set to zero.
D.5.1 e¯eh, ν2h, u¯uh, and d¯dh
As discussed in Sect. 5.7, the only possibly relevant diagrams with background Higgs fields are SM











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































These diagrams are trivially related to the u¯dW+ class by Hermitian conjugation.
D.6 Four-point functions
D.6.1 νννν

























































































































































































































































































































































We do not consider diagrams consisting of lepton-number-violating parts, because they are propor-




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































D.6.14 e¯ddd (∆B = −∆L = 1)
There is no SMEFT contribution in this class up to dimension six.
E SMEFT operator basis
In this appendix, we reproduce the SMEFT operator basis from [7].
∆L = 2 (LL)HH + h.c.
Q5 ǫ
ijǫkℓ(lTipClkr)HjHℓ
Table 1: Dimension-five ∆L = 2 operator Q5 in SMEFT. There is also the Hermitian conjugate ∆L = −2













































































































































































































































































Table 2: The dimension-six operators in SMEFT. The operators that conserve baryon and lepton number
are divided into eight classes according to their field content. The class-8 ψ4 four-fermion operators are
further divided into subclasses according to their chiral properties. Operators with + h.c. have Hermitian
conjugates. The subscripts p, r, s, t are weak-eigenstate indices.
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F LEFT operator basis












OG fABCGAνµ GBρν GCµρ








































OV 1,LRuddu (u¯LpγµdLr)(d¯RsγµuRt) + h.c.





















Table 3: LEFT operators of dimension three and five, as well as LEFT operators of dimension six that
conserve baryon and lepton number.
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∆L = 4 + h.c.
OS,LLνν (νTLpCνLr)(νTLsCνLt)

































Table 4: LEFT operators of dimension six that violate baryon and/or lepton number.
G Conventions for the supplemental material
The complete results for the one-loop matching are provided in digital form as supplemental material,
containing the coefficients of all LEFT operators listed in App. F as well as the mass matrices, gauge
couplings, and theta parameters. This appendix is a short documentation of the conventions and
variable names that we use. The supplemental material consists of a Mathematica file and a
subdirectory containing all the results in text form. The Mathematica file can be used to directly
read in and further process the results.
The results for the LEFT mass matrices and dipole operators carry external flavor indices p and
r (denoted by pi and ri), the four-fermion operators carry flavor indices p, r, s, and t (denoted by pi,
ri, si, ti), see Table 6. Most standard variables and functions follow Mathematica conventions.
Further code conventions for SMEFT variables are listed in Table 5, conventions for flavor indices
are given in Table 6, and examples for the labelling of Wilson coefficients are shown in Table 7, which
also specifies the conventions for the ordering of the flavor indices of the coefficients of Hermitian
conjugate operators.
In the results we include the contribution from the tree-level matching. The parameters in the
tree-level expressions are the renormalized running MS parameters at the scale µW . An implicit
dependence of all the parameters on the matching scale is understood. The results are expressed
in terms of masses, gauge couplings, and the vev, even if (2.25) could be used to eliminate certain
parameters. A mixed form is chosen with the intention to simplify the expressions.
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In order to enable a direct comparison of the code conventions, here we print the text form
of (6.1) as it is given in the supplemental material:
(vT*CuG[pi, ri])/Sqrt[2] + ((g3bar*mt*Cqu1[pi, t, t, ri])/16 -
(g3bar*mt*Cqu8[pi, t, t, ri])/(32*Nc) +
CuW[pi, ri]*(-(g3bar*mW*(8*mW^2 + mZ^2))/(48*Sqrt[2]*mZ^2) -
(g3bar*mW*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mW^2])/(4*Sqrt[2]) +
(g3bar*mW*(-8*mW^2 + 5*mZ^2)*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mZ^2])/(24*Sqrt[2]*mZ^2)) +
CuG[pi, ri]*((54*mH^4*mZ^2 + mH^2*(32*mW^4 + 14*mW^2*mZ^2 + 35*mZ^4) +
36*mZ^2*(2*mW^4 + mZ^4 - 4*mt^4*Nc))/(576*Sqrt[2]*mH^2*mZ^2*vT) +
(3*mH^2*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mH^2])/(32*Sqrt[2]*vT) +
(-(mt^4*Nc)/(4*Sqrt[2]*mH^2*vT) - (g3bar^2*vT)/(48*Sqrt[2]))*
Log[\[Mu]W^2/mt^2] + (3*mW^4*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mW^2])/(8*Sqrt[2]*mH^2*vT) +
((27*mZ^6 - 4*mH^2*(4*mW^4 - 5*mW^2*mZ^2 + mZ^4))*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mZ^2])/
(144*Sqrt[2]*mH^2*mZ^2*vT)) + CuB[pi, ri]*
((g1bar*g3bar*(8*mW^2 - 5*mZ^2)*vT)/(96*Sqrt[2]*mZ^2) +
(g1bar*g3bar*(8*mW^2 - 5*mZ^2)*vT*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mZ^2])/
(48*Sqrt[2]*mZ^2)) + (g3bar*(-mW^2 + mZ^2)*CHu[pi, ri]*mu[pi])/
(18*mZ^2) + kd[pi, ri]*((CHD*g3bar*(-17 + (32*mW^4)/mZ^4)*mu[pi])/864 +
(g3bar*(32*mW^4 - 40*mW^2*mZ^2 + 35*mZ^4)*mu[pi])/(432*mZ^4*vT^2) +
(CHWB*g1bar*g3bar*(8*mW^3 - 5*mW*mZ^2)*vT*mu[pi])/(108*mZ^4) +
CHGt*(((3*I)/16)*g3bar*mu[pi] + (I/8)*g3bar*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mH^2]*mu[pi]) +
CHG*((3*g3bar*mu[pi])/16 + (g3bar*Log[\[Mu]W^2/mH^2]*mu[pi])/8)) +
(g3bar*(-4*mW^2 + mZ^2)*CHq1[pi, ri]*mu[ri])/(72*mZ^2) +
(g3bar*(4*mW^2 + 5*mZ^2)*CHq3[pi, ri]*mu[ri])/(72*mZ^2))/Pi^2
variable code name explanation equation ref.
µW \[Mu]W matching scale
g¯1, . . . g1bar, . . . rescaled gauge couplings (2.13)
θ¯1, . . . \[Theta]1bar, . . . rescaled theta parameters (2.17)
MW ,MZ mW, mZ W- and Z-boson mass (2.25)
MH mH H-boson mass (2.10)
mt mt t-quark mass (2.56)
{mu,mc,mt}i mu[i] up-type-quark mass (2.56)
{md,ms,mb}i md[i] down-type-quark mass (2.56)
{me,mµ,mτ}i me[i] lepton mass (2.56)
{mν1 ,mν2 ,mν3}i m\[Nu][i] neutrino mass (2.56)
vT vT Higgs vev (2.6)
V, V † V, Vdag unitary quark-mixing matrix (2.57)
U,U † U, Udag unitary lepton-mixing matrix (2.57)
Nc = 3 Nc number of colors
CF cf SU(3)c color factor (A.8)
aev, . . . aEvan, . . . parameters defining evanescent scheme (4.7)
Table 5: SMEFT variables appearing in the code with the one-loop matching results, which is provided as
supplemental material.
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formula code name explanation
{}prst [pi,ri,si,ti] fixed external flavor indices, no implicit or explicit sum
{}u [ui] internal flavor index, appearing multiple times, always
together with an explicit sum over three generations
(including the top quark)∑
u sum[ui] explicit sum over three generations
{}uvwx [uu,vv,ww,xx] internal flavor indices, always appearing in pairs,
implicit sum over three generations
{}t [t] fixed top-quark flavor index
δpr kd[pi,ri] Kronecker delta







































Table 7: Examples of SMEFT Wilson coefficients appearing in the code with the one-loop matching results,
provided as supplemental material.
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